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Stewart Honored by Hometown
Robert L. Stewart was honored by his hometown, the city of St. Clair Shores, MI, with
a special proclamation by the Mayor, Council and it’s citizens for being awarded the
ASP’s Honorary Fellowship. Stewart was presented with the award at the ASP Banquet in January. He also holds the Master of Photography and Photographic Craftsmen
from the PPA, is a Fellow of ASP and one of the 40 members of the prestigious Camera
Craftsmen of America.
Robert and his wife Mary, along with some of their colleagues, are co-founders of the
Great Lakes Institute of Photography (GLIP). They have owned and operated Stewart
Fine Portraits in St. Clair Shores since 1966 and are joined by their son, Clifford, also a
PPA Master of Photography.
Presenting the proclamation to Bob is the Mayor of St. Clair Shores, the Honorable Kip
Wabhy.

ASP Board Announces Proposed Slate of Officers
ASP President Randy McNeilly has announced the proposed slate of officers for the 2015 ASP year. The ballot will be
voted on at the Annual Membership meeting at Imaging USA in Nashville, February 1, 2015. Anyone wishing to run as
an at-large candidate should contact ASP Executive Director Jon Allyn at jonallyn@aol.com or call 800-638-9609.
Chairman of the Board - Randy McNeilly		
President - Kalen Henderson				
President-Elect - Jessica Vogel				
Vice President - Dennis Hammon
Secretary-Treasurer - Gabriel Alonso

Governor - Don Raupp
Governor - Leslie Kitten
Governor - Rick Massarini

New Balance Moves Forward With Shoe Images

Boston, MA - ASP has received word from the New Balance Corp., that images created from last year’s Shoe Project
have been received and actively put to use.
“We loved the work your photographers did and used several images at a Made in USA event this past July,” wrote
Kate Tetirick of the New Balance Public Relations Division. “in addition we are currently building a new headquarters in
Boston and plan to put a few on display in a New Balance ‘gallery’ that is currently planned.”

Congratulations Dennis and Cheri Hammon!
ASP would like to congratulate Dennis and Cheri (McCallum)
Hammon on their August 2nd wedding. All the best to the
happy couple.
Images by Cory Waite.

President’s Message Continued from page 4.

for their next attempt.
This procedure is then repeated for each applicant. Even with all of these opportunities, giving each submission
every chance, the committee opens the door for one last chance at the end of the judging. The judges are asked if
they have any second thoughts and the offer is extended to bring back any portfolio. Amazing!
At the end of the day I came to two conclusions. The first, I’m so glad to have not been one of the judges. The
responsibility of passing judgment on a single image at a PPA judging is one thing; doing so to a life’s work is overwhelming. The second is this committee of Don Emmerich and Doran Wilson are to be commended for standardizing and refining of a judging system worthy of the highest earned honor in the photographic community, the ASP
Fellowship.
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Necessary
Reinvention.
Th e Birth and Maturity of a Portrait Artist.

ASP Fellow
Janet Boschker, M. Photog., Cr., F-ASP

Portrait photography is so much more than recording the obvious… It is a gesture, an expression, or
a moment in time captured… to be remembered and revisited each time one views it. No matter the
age of the subject, the times of our lives are fleeting and forgotten if not celebrated. For me, photography is the medium that I love and use to create those memories for my clients and myself.
My first experience with creating photographs was at the age of eight. My parents had decided it
was time to move from East Memphis to the suburbs where newer schools and homes were more
desirable. My mother sensed that I was fretful about leaving the only home I had known, and playmates I had grown up with. One day, before the move, she gave me a little plastic mint green camera
loaded with black and white film and sent me out to take pictures of my friends. I marched myself up
and down the street, ordering playmates to come out into their front yards to be photographed. I still
have those snapshots! Who knew that 20 years later I would choose this profession of photography
as a career!
Growing up with three brothers (two older, one younger) I was no stranger to competition. “The
Boys” were talented athletes, and I remember playing baseball in the vacant lot at the end of our
street, praying I would hit the ball so I wouldn’t be sent home because I was a girl. My parents insisted that I participate in more feminine hobbies: dance, piano and sewing, which I did, but secretly
all I really wanted was a machine gun so I could play with “The Boys.” I learned patience and perfection as a result of compliance with my parents’ wishes, which would prove to serve me well later
when I became interested in the arts.
Fast forward to the spring of 1968 - my eighth grade year. The art teacher from the high school next
door visited our class and asked us to draw a face in profile. She then went around the classroom
and pointed out those students she believed had a propensity for drawing and recommended art as
an elective. I was one of the chosen. I loved my art classes, and in my Senior year of high school, I
won a Scholastic Art Award for a pen and ink drawing.
We often spent Thanksgiving Holidays with my aunt and uncle in Washington, DC. My birthday is at
the end of November, and the year I turned 16 it was on Thanksgiving Day. My uncle asked me what
I wanted to do – anything I wanted and if it was in his power, he would make it happen – that was his
gift to me. I thought for a moment. “I want to climb the National Monument, Visit the National Gallery
of Art, and see Bonnie and Clyde” (a new movie with Faye Dunaway and Warren Beatty). We did it
all! My brothers groaned at the thought of going to the Art Museum, but I was in heaven when I saw
John Singer Sargent’s “Lady in White,” Oh, I knew then I wanted to paint someday!
I graduated in 1972, was accepted at Greensboro College and went off to become an art therapist.
I was expected to go to college, but after two short months at school, being there didn’t make any
sense to me. I was not ready to commit to years of higher education. When my boyfriend proposed,
it sounded appealing and I accepted. I was 17.
We immediately produced a child, a beautiful little girl. I photographed her with my Kodak Instamatic
in every outfit and at every phase of her development – I did not want to forget one minute of her life.
Housebound with a baby, I also took mail order art classes; she was my subject, and I received a
lot of positive feedback from my long distance art teachers. Two more children followed in the next
five years, and as I got busier with being a mom, the art and photography got pushed to the side.
In 1982 the marriage failed and I found myself in the precarious position of having to figure out how
to provide for 3 little ones with no education and virtually no job skills. I appeared on my parents’
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doorstep in March of that year, grateful to have a
place to go, not sure how I was going to make it
work.
My sweet little eight-year-old daughter was asking questions as we drove nine hours to Grandma and Grandpa’s house. Did I know anyone
who had done this? Would her teachers know
where she was? Would they worry? Who would
give her an allowance? I had no answers, but

reassured her as best as I could, my own doubts
nagging at me as we made the trip.
After settling the children in, I enrolled at the
community college. I chose the Advertising
Design program and threw myself into learning
all there was to know about layout, typography,
design and drawing. It was thrilling to be back in
a creative environment.
Photography was part of the required curriculum. I will never forget the excitement of seeing
my image come up in the chemistry for the first
time. It was an image of my son on his first day
of Little League. He was mesmerized by the
older boys – I still have the print – it always takes
me back to the wonder of that moment. I began
to spend more and more time in the darkroom
perfecting my printing skills, less and less time
on other projects.
10

As luck would have it, a local photographer
called the art department looking for someone
to do the retouching on his portraits; the lead
was offered to me. I walked into the studio and
stopped dead in my tracks. The wonderful portraiture took my breath away. The place was in
total chaos - the silver haired photographer was
in the midst of testing a camera that had given
trouble at a wedding the previous weekend. He
stopped what he was doing and gave me a tour

– I noticed a sign over the door in the workroom
that said: ”Neatness – a Sure Sign of a Sick
Mind” and I thought: “This could work!”
I quickly picked up retouching, and within two
months was working full time. I photographed
my first wedding that Thanksgiving. The following year I photographed 35. I loved the energy,
emotions and excitement of photographing weddings. It felt like I was sharing the best times of
our clients’ lives. I loved the work and the people
I worked for and with. I became the studio manager within a year.
Phil Aull Studio was very prominent in Charlotte
and handled all the society weddings. It grew
from three staff photographers to six in my 11
years there. It was an amazing experience. We
would all go out and shoot weddings, sometimes
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10 or 12 in one weekend, process the film, print,
assemble and deliver the albums by the following weekend. All of it was done in house. The
last year I worked there, the studio did an amazing 252 weddings!
Phil was a Professional Photographers of
America Master, and encouraged us to enter
our wedding images in print competition at the
Professional Photographers of North Carolina

convention. We did well, and I sent my images
on to PPA that first year, getting two Loan Prints!
I earned my Master’s Degree in 1995.
My children were now teenagers. I had been
working six days a week all those years; it became grueling and I was burned out. I had gone
from loving my work to hating the thought of
looking at another girl in a white dress. It was
a very troubling time; I was feeling trapped and
hopeless. I had no other job experience and no
idea how to make things better. A career counselor helped me sort through my strengths and
weaknesses. After many tests and discussions
she gave her opinion: I was not in the wrong
career, but the wrong environment. I began to
think in terms of leaving the studio and starting
my own business. It was terrifying. It took me a
year to muster the courage to leave, but I did in

1994. To my surprise I was quickly booked solid;
I never had to touch my savings.
Then the most amazing thing happened. Girls
whose weddings I had done over the years began to call and ask me to photograph their children! I gave away my living room furniture, hung
a background, and began to photograph children
in the small 14x17 living room.

About that time I went to visit my grandmother
in South Dakota. She pulled a box from beneath
her bed and began showing me her collection of
family portraits made in the early 1900’s. Stories I
had never heard were told - her little brother who
died at age five – there was a wonderful portrait
of him in the box. Another was a woman that my
grandmother’s family had taken in and raised as
their own. The box also included my grandfather’s baby portrait and her uncle in his raccoon
coat. I was taken by the simplicity, the amazing
lighting and timeless look of the photography.
When I questioned her about it, she showed me
a picture of the tiny town where she grew up in
North Dakota, on the Canadian border, taken
from a grain elevator. There was an itinerant photographers’ tent set up on the edge of town, and
she explained that he would come around every
so often and photograph the townspeople in the
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look” and through word of mouth, my portrait
business grew.
Having worked in an environment that kept
everything in house from film developing to print
finishing, I found working with labs nearly impossible. I was accustomed to fine tuning color and
density to suit my taste. So I built a darkroom in
my backyard and specialized in black and white
portraiture. It was tremendously satisfying to
have complete control of the entire process, from
creating the image, to printing and framing the
finished portrait.
I continued on this happy path for many years.
I loved the black and white portraiture I was
producing. Having eliminated the distraction of
color, I learned how lighting impacted the image
through highlight and shadow in a way that I had
not been aware of before.

tent, using natural light that fed in through the
open tent flap. It was a defining moment for me.
I wanted to give my clients images of their children and families they cherished. This became
a driving force for me and a reason to excel that
surpassed making money or winning merits.
I thought of the bay window in my living room I
had carefully covered over to block the light out.
When I returned home, I uncovered it and began
experimenting with window light at the end of
each session. At the time, ISO 400 was the fastest film available. I was in love with my 150 soft
focus lens, so I was locked into 5.6 as my working aperture. Shutter speeds were dependent
on whether the day was overcast or sunny. No
longer could I be the crazy, funny photographer
working for big smiles; I had to calm everything
down to avoid movement in the image. And so
my style shifted to a sweeter, gentler look with
children - and my clients loved it. It became “my

12
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In the late nineties, I visited the Museum of Modern Art in New York
City. The theme was something on the order of “American Life in the
Twentieth Century.” The images were black and white, varied in size
between 4x6 and 8x10. All were framed with large white mats and
skinny wooden frames. It told the story of life in America beginning
with the year 1900, through all the changes of the century: automobiles, airplanes, the world wars, the depression, the fifties, and sixties.
It was all there: 100 years of American Life in black and white.
Inspired, I decided to offer my clients that look. I encouraged them
to document the times of their children’s lives by displaying them matted, framed and on the wall –
small images printed on fiber paper - much like the museum
had. This look perfectly complimented the light and airy look
that I gravitate to when photographing young children. The
color white symbolizes innocence and purity. For me, it represents the inherent sweetness all children possess. These
early images in a family’s history are intimate portraits to be
treasured as time passes. A young mother’s love was evident
in the image “Lullaby” (left image, page 10). Her gentle connection with her newborn combined with the lyrical curves of
soft fabrics all speak to the quiet melody of a lullaby she might
be quietly humming to her baby.
I enjoy photographing children for so many reasons. They are delightfully spontaneous, expressive,
and loving. While they each have their own individual personality, natural curiosity makes it impossible to resist exploring their surroundings. Given the choice of clinging to mom or holding a colorful, shiny marble and discovering the way light dances as it is turned while holding this marvelous
new thing… curiosity wins every time. They are sensitive to genuine interest in them, and so it is that
we develop a relationship that continues to grow each time they come to visit. I have a wonderful
extended family relationship with many of my little clients, and nothing is quite as rewarding as the
hugs we exchange at the end of a session.
In my early days of learning the craft of photography, I was taking
oil painting classes with a long term goal that I would someday
become a portrait painter. My first attempts were decent, but I
struggled with getting a perfect likeness of my subjects. I put the
dream aside and concentrated on learning the art of portrait photography. With the advent of Painter software, all that doubt went
away. I took a class with Jeremy Sutton in 2008 and immediately
began to offer painted portraits. This is the direction I feel pulled
more and more as my career continues to grow and change.
One of my first painted portraits was the little boy in the center of
my portfolio. The way the light kisses the little curls at the back
of his neck and the tip of his little nose touches my heart… or
is it because he is, in fact. my grandchild? For me that image is
the epitome of childhood innocence. His inquiring expression, the delicate gesture of his hands, the
slight lean as he begins to escape and explore the garden on his own….all speak to that moment of
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his life and my emotional tie to my first grandchild. This is the feeling that I hope to evoke when my
clients view their children and grandchildren’s portraits that I have created.
It’s amazing how our profession continues to change. With change come challenges, but it feels
good to know that we have the unique opportunity to reinvent ourselves.
Even though I now use digital technology to create my portraiture, I continue to strive for the simple
classic look that I believe will be valued over time. I imagine that someday, somewhere, someone’s
grandmother will bring out her cherished collection of family portraits and tell the story of her life to a
young person – passing on family history that only photographs can bring to life.
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Janet Boschker began her career in professional photography in 1983 as wedding photographer in Charlotte,
NC. A single mom of three, she juggled career and
family for 11 years before starting her own NorthLight
Photography in 1994, specializing in young children and
their families.
Her involvement on state and national levels led to the
PPA Master of Photography in 1995 and the Craftsman
in 2000. She earned PPA International Affiliate Judge
status and led to judging engagements on the state,
regional, natioin 2006 and the PPA Imaging Excellence
Award in 2013.
Janet has been actively involved in Professional Photographers of North Carolina her entire career and is a
Past President of PPNC and serves as a PPA Councilor.
She was director of East
Coast School Photographic
Workshops, a PPA Affiliate
School, from 2008 – 2010
and served 10 years on that
board. She is a six-time
PPA Photographer of the
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Railway Photography: Not Worth The Risk

By Robert A. Howard, PPA Certified, M.Photog.,Cr., EA-ASP

As a professional photographer with more than thirty years’ experience, I can truly say that I have “seen it all,” and in
many cases “done it all.” Staying on the cutting edge of the photographic profession requires dedication, creativity and
the ability push the limits, even when those limits sometimes come with a fair amount of risk. In photographing nearly
every type of subject during my career, nothing challenges my creativity more than capturing the personalities of high
school seniors and one of the more common requests we generally receive is for railroad track sessions.
Teenagers nationwide are fascinated with those
parallel lines of steel. Apparently they view the
tracks as a thematic representation of a transitional time in their young lives. Some view posing between the rails, with their vanishing point
of perspective, as “heading into the future.”
Still others want to walk the tracks, strumming
a guitar, somehow a reflection of musicians like
Johnny Cash and more contemporary counterparts. It is at this point that I must admit
that I have done dozens of these “Train Track
Sessions,” never really taking into account the
danger or the potential legal consequences associated with my actions.
Apparently there is a general lack of knowledge
that these extremely popular sessions can actually get you arrested and fined and in the past
few months, even the national media has run
stories regarding the laws against trespassing
on railroad property. Additionally, there is the
inherent danger associated with being on active
rails. In mid-June of this year, a photographer was struck and killed by an Amtrak passenger train, estimated to be traveling at 79 mph, while photographing on the Union Pacific Railroad tracks just outside of Sedalia, MO. The subject being
photographed was not injured.
So now when I am asked to provide these types of sessions I am quick to say, “no,” and here is why.
First and foremost, it’s dangerous. The railroading industry spends a great deal of time and effort teaching their employees safety measures when working around the tracks. In spite of all of this training, the industry has hundreds of
accidents annually. It’s not just that you risk being hit by an oncoming train, but posing in and around the steel rails and
wooden ties can cause physical injury from slips and falls. Now I am sure your first response is probably that you would
never pose in an area with heavy train traffic and after all, you will either see or hear a train long before you are in danger. Here is where your thinking is flawed. The railroad as a rule normally builds its tracks in as straight a line as possible
between points A and B. However, every track eventually has to have a turn or bend in order to go around an object or
an area. Add to this the often dense growth of trees and bushes that line the right of way and the line of sight of the train
crew is dramatically reduced.
The danger is exponentially compounded by the fact that trains are by nature, large, heavy, fast moving objects that
don’t stop on a dime. The average freight train travels 50 mph, weighs in excess of many tons and requires more than
a mile to come to a stop. According to Operation Lifesaver a person or vehicle is hit by a train in the U.S. roughly every
three hours.
Continued on page 18.
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Operation Lifesaver - a railway safety organization - provides these helpful reminders for professional photographers:
		
		
		
		
		

• Trains can’t stop quickly to avoid people or vehicles on the tracks.
• An optical illusion makes it hard to determine a train’s distance from you - and its speed.
• The average train overhangs the track by at least three feet.
• Railroad tracks, trestles, yards and rights-of-way are private property.
• No tracks should be assumed to be abandoned or inactive.
• People in your community mimic your behavior.

Even old and abondoned tracks should be off limits as the Federal Railway Association makes the point that all tracks,
live or dead, whether owned by private freight or public transit are equally dangerous. Nearly all of these tracks are private property and you are trespassing by doing anything other than legally crossing them via a marked roadway, grade
crossing or other safely posted location. The bottom line is this, if you are still considering this type of session, think
again, because in addition to the safety issues, both you and your client could be fined up to $10,000 or even face arrest.
Many railway associations have hired local “watchdogs” to patrol track areas and report violations.
The purpose of this article is to shed light on a dangerous activity. Safety needs to be the number one priority and as
Professional Photographers; we need to be the exception to the rule, not the bad example. We all need to educate our
fellow professionals, amateur image makers and our clients about the real risks in these train track sessions.
__________________________________________________________________________
About Operation Lifesaver.
Operation Lifesaver’s mission is to end collisions, deaths and injuries at highway-rail grade crossings and along
railroad rights of way. A national network of trained volunteers provides free presentations on rail safety. For
more information or to request a free safety presentation, visit www.oli.org.

ASP Retreat 2015: Photographic River Cruises
Joseph Tessmer, M. Photog., Cr., CPP, of Alexandria, VA, has organized our 2015 ASP Retreat with not one, but
two, back-to-back, 12-day Danube River cruises with Grand Circle Cruise Line and hosted by Tessmer.
The flight for the first cruise departs the US on May 2, 2015, and travels from Constanta, Romania to Budapest,
Hungary, with stops in Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia, Croatia and Hungary. Cabins are available from $2,995 per
person - double occupancy with a single supplement of $595, before discounts. The flight for the second cruise
departs the US on May 13, 2015, and travels from Budapest, Hungary to Linz, Austria and includes stops in
Buda & Pest; Bratislava, Slovakia; Vienna, Durnstein, a cruise along the Wachau Valley, and stops at Melk, Linz or
optional Salzburg and then transfers via the medieval town of Cesky Krumlov, to Prague for a two day stay in the
Czech Republic. Cabins are available from
$3,295 per person, double occupancy
with a single supplement of $595, before
discounts.
Both cruises are geared towards incredible photographic opportunities as well as
cultural experiences, great food and plenty
of relaxation and fun.
For additional information, contact Tessmer
at joe@tessmeroffairfax.com or by calling
704-941-8270.
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